
 
 

Skill-Building Toys & Games Help Pave the Way to Lifelong Success 
 
From the first wheel to the Big Wheel, play has been an important part of children’s lives for generations, helping them to think 
outside the box, cope with their emotions, and build a variety of lifelong cognitive and physical skills. And yet, although the 
American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that children spend at least an hour a day engaged in open-ended play, playtime in 
America is currently on the decline.  
 
“Many families are leading very hectic lives, and can be hyper-focused on their children achieving good grades in school and 
mastering a number of extracurricular activities,” said Ken Seiter, VP of marketing communications at the Toy Industry Association 
(TIA). “TIA wants to help evolve this behavior by reminding parents that play has a significant role in their child’s development, and 
that simply taking the time to un-plug and play together as a family is absolutely integral to their child’s growth and well-being.” 
 
Supporting the toy industry, TIA is leading the charge to promote the many benefits of play with its Genius of Play campaign. The 
core message of the initiative is that through play, children are transformed into happy, healthy, and well-rounded individuals. 
 
Toy companies and retailers are encouraged to promote and position their playthings based on the different skills they help to build; 
see below for some examples. Companies are also invited to share TheGeniusOfPlay.org as a resource with social media followers 
and in-store shoppers. The website is chock-full of play tips, new research about play’s impact on child development, cool toy picks, 
and more – all designed to get the whole family excited about play. 
 
IMAGINATIONS RUN WILD  
Toys that encourage personalization, customization, and creativity continue to rule the toy aisle, whether they are traditional arts & 
crafts or tech toys that allow children to create and control worlds of their own.  
 
“Creative play of all kinds enables children to explore new possibilities, innovate, and come up with creative solutions to the 
challenges they face,” said Seiter. “These skills continue to serve kids throughout their lives – in fact, an IBM survey of more than 
1,500 global CEOs showed that most executives believe that creativity is the most important skill for successfully navigating an 
increasingly complex world.” 
 
Examples include: Painting Lulu (Flycatcher), Do It Myself (Madame Alexander), Knits Cool (Spin Master), 3 in 1 Astronauts (Toyish), 
Crayola Color Alive (Crayola), School Carrying Case (Playmobil). 
 

LANGUAGE & LITERACY SKILLS 
For very young children, the art of communication is learned through role-play and storytelling; older kids continue to build on their 
communication skills with word-based games.  
 
“Toys that promote storytelling, self-expression, reading and writing help to develop language and literacy skills, while also teaching 
kids important social skills, including how to read body language and facial expressions and voice their opinions in a diplomatic 
manner,” noted Seiter. 
 
Examples include: Tiggly Words (Tiggly), FrankenWords (Haywire Group), Sing & Learn ABCs 123 (The Goldberger Company), Teach 
My Baby Bath Time Numbers (Teach My, Inc.), Double Dutch Dolls – Book Series (Double Dutch Dolls, Inc.), Sparkup the Magical Book 
Reader (Sparkup). 
 
BOOSTING BRAIN POWER 
Between birth and age three, a child’s brain will develop at a faster rate than at any other point in his entire life. Toys that allow 
infants and toddlers to explore objects and physical spaces and process sights and sounds will enhance their development. Older 
children will benefit from playthings that hone their decision-making skills, attention spans, and critical thinking abilities.  



Examples include: Taxi Rattle (Estella), Classic Wooden Grabbing Toy Bunny (Hape International), National Geographic Ancient Cities 
Puzzle (4D Cityscape, Inc.), ALEX TOYS Jungle Fun Activity Cart (ALEX Brands), LEGO Classic Bricks (LEGO Systems, Inc.), Smithsonian 

Kids Line (Kidz Delight), Science Explosion (Young Scientists Club).  

HEALTHY HABITS 
Physical play is such an important aspect of childhood, helping to develop kids’ coordination, balance, and gross and fine motor 
skills. Research shows that kids who are physically active tend to be leaner and healthier, setting the stage for a lifetime of health 
and wellness.    

Examples include: Crazy Legs (Endless Games), Rody Max (TMI Toymarketing International), Razor Party Pop Scooter (Razor USA), 
Squap (Allegra Toy Enterprises), Y Kart Rocker Go Kart (Yvolution USA), Atomic Sword Popper (Hog Wild). 

 

 


